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Introduction
Project X is an innovative data & analytics solutions provider. We offer business
consulting and perform a wealth of services for our clients including: data integration,
analytics & algorithm development and dashboarding, big data solutions, industry
specific solutions and geospatial analytics among others.
This guide is meant to act not just as a guideline for all content and deliverables
developed by and for our company, but also as a guide for the language we use and
interactions we have both internally and externally related to our business. With that in
mind, anyone who works for Project X needs to align their thinking to our brand essence
and values.

Essence and Values
At our core, everything Project X does, whether the work we do for our clients or our
branding and promotion, is INNOVATIVE. This is our brand essence, and when
developing materials for Project X, we must ensure that we keep this idea in mind and
think outside the box to differentiate ourselves from our competition. Our other values to
keep in mind include:
Honesty: in our dealings with clients we ensure that we are straight-shooters, and
similarly when developing content, we stay down to Earth and don’t make exaggerated
claims.
Collaboration: Project X is a friendly and collegial environment, and we work closely
together internally and with our clients.
Agility: When polled on words that described Project X, many of our employees
responded with “nimble.” We do not always work in a strictly Agile methodology, but we
work quickly for our clients to achieve Rapid Results.

Rapid Results
“Rapid Results” is in our tagline, and it’s one of our strongest value propositions. To
ensure our clients get early value on their IT spend, we break up our projects into small,
functional deliverables so that they can begin to use pieces of the software while the
larger project is still being developed. In this way, they make portions of their investment
back much faster than if we waited till the end of the project to deliver the entire
package.
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Stakeholders
When crafting content and deliverables, we must consider who the audience is, and
how to best communicate with them to showcase our value. Our Stakeholders include:
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Our Technology Partners (MicroStrategy, Teradata etc.)
Current and Prospective Employees
Current B2B Clients
Prospective B2B Clients:
● Business Leaders, CIOs, IT decision-makers
● Industry Specific Messaging
Social Media Influencers
Friends of The Company
The Press

Word Cloud
This word cloud was developed in 2016 with contributions from employees and
management. It showcases all our company values, highlighting that we always put our
customers and our people first. This word cloud can be used for promotional materials,
particularly when it comes to recruitment.
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Logo Usage

The Project X logo should always be
used in the original colours shown to the
left. The logo should appear at a
minimum size of 1.5 inches wide, as not
to obscure the “ltd”. The logo may also
be shown in black and white, where
colour printing is not available.

The Project X logo should always have
the allocated padding around it shown to
the right, so the brand does not become
obscured with other design elements
and allows the logo to breathe. The “X”
in the logo serves as the minimum
padding on all sides, top and bottom to
have the full height of the “X”, and left
and right to have the full width of the “X”
at whatever proportional size it’s
displayed at.

The gradient on the X should always go
from the top to the bottom colour shown
above. The black should be shown in
pure black.
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Logo with Tagline Usage
This version of our logo with our tagline
“Business Value Through Data &
Analytics. Rapidly.” can be used as a
header for a document, webpage,
newsletter or cover photo for social
media. The Project X Ltd. portion should
appear at a minimum size of 1.5 inches,
with the tagline staying in proportion.
This logo should not be used for merch
branding.
In a multi-page document it should only
be used once, prominently displayed on
the front page. Any other logo usage in
the rest of the document will use the
logo without the tagline.
As with the standalone logo, the tagline
logo should have padding around it with
the size of the “X” on both the
top-bottom and left-right..
For both versions of this logo, the
tagline is to be displayed as it appears
on this page for both versions: tagline to
the right and tagline on the bottom. The
tagline is a part of the graphic, and
should not be typed out in copy where it
is possible to use the graphic.
“Business Value Through Data &
Analytics.” is coloured in black.
“Rapidly.” uses hex code: #0062c3,
Pantone: 7455 C.
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Typography & Colour
General Rule: all fonts used for Project X Ltd. are sans serif, and when in doubt
use Arial for all text. When generating copy in an app that doesn’t allow you to
use exact hex codes for colour, use the closest equivalent you can find to the
brand fonts.

Print & PDF
The font used in the Project X Ltd. logo is Frutiger Linotype, and we use the bold version of this
font for headlines and sub-headlines, as well as sec on headings within a document. This font is
free to download, but as it is not a universal font should only be used for print & pdf
documents. PDFs must have Fru ger Linotype embedded.
All other body copy is in either Arial or Cloud (free to download font).
Our X logo is a blue gradient, and thus the colours we use in our copy reflect the logo:
●
●
●

Headline, section headings, sub-headings: #005CC2
Body copy and sub-headline: Black #000000
Link colour and / or highlighted words: #00437A

Example 1:

In this example, the headline, sub-headline and heading “Features” are bold Frutiger
Linotype. Everything else is Arial, with the sub-headings bolded. Please note the
7
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highlighted words “Google Maps” and “area layers” are using the darker blue, and
signify links to other content.
Print & PDF Font Size
There are no specific font sizes required, but as a rule the headline is the largest font,
with the sub-headline one font size down. Headings should be the same font size as the
sub-headline, and all other body copy is one font-size lower than that.

Web & Word documents
To ensure that web and document formatting remains consistent across devices and
operating systems, we use Arial for all web copy and for Word we use Arial for headings
and subheadings and Calibri (Body) for body text. Colours are the same as listed for
Print & PDF:
●
●
●

Headline, section headings, sub-headings: #005CC2
Body copy and sub-headline: Black #000000
Link colour and / or highlighted words: #00437A

Example 2:

Web Copy Font Size
●
●
●

Headline: Heading 1
Sub-Headline: Heading 2
Body Copy: 14px
8
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All Brand Colours
Primary Brand Colours:
#353535
● Project X Logo Gray
#00437A
● Project X Logo Gradient 1
● Link colour and / or highlighted body copy words
#005CC2
● Project X Logo Gradient 2
● Headlines, section headings, sub-headings
Secondary Brand Colours:
The remainder of the colours from this chart can be used for many purposes to
complement our Primary Brand Colours, such as in promotional materials, web and
eBlast copy backgrounds or content related graphics.
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Images for Content
At Project X, we strive to be visual whenever we are promoting concepts or content. We
have standards for the design of our website slider, and all blog posts need to have
associated images to give the piece visual appeal. We also have Project X ‘dots’ that
can be used for documents and banner images.

Website Sliders
The website slider was redone in January of 2017. Slides will be updated every month
or two, must use the same template, and link to relevant and timely content on the site.
The template allows for any background image relevant to the content, and the text is
centered vertically and horizontally within a black opaque rectangle, also centered.
Currently we utilize a three line of text format where the third line is a bold call-to-action,
and the font used is Cloud:

In this second example, an additional image (the GeoDash icon) has been added
overtop the rectangle to emphasize GeoDash. The text box is centered off to the right,
while the icon + text is centered together within the slider:
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Project X Dots
When designing Project X banners or adding flair to the cover page of documents, you
can use Project X dots. These dots are designed to be used on the corners and edges
of rectangular pages or banners, and there are several styles available saved to the
company hard drive.

Blog Post Images
While there are no specific rules to what images to use in a blog post, you must ensure
those images work in the context of the content, and are royalty free to avoid legal
conflicts. Sites such as Pixabay and Pexels offer royalty-free images for free, and there
are several quality pay services available.
As a rule when it comes to recruitment images, we tend to shy away from cheesy stock
images of models and prefer to use our own people. All posts written by members of our
staff need to include their headshot, which are located on our company hard drive.
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Merch Branding
When branding merchandise, there are several considerations you must take note of.
If an item is double sided or round, such as a mug or bottle, it is preferred that you have
both the Project X Ltd. and Project X Labs Ltd. logos printed on opposite sides; and if
the product is taller than it is wide you can brand the item vertically (see Example 1 on
following page). If branding is one-sided, generally you would only use the Project X
Ltd. logo.
Logos should be a minimum of 2 inches for visibility, with an “X” size worth of padded
space ensuring that it is not close to any edge of the product or other graphic.
If the branded item allows for a logo that is 3 inches or wider, it is also recommended
that you include the version of the logo with the company URLs as shown below it –
however this could depend on what the product is being used for (for example, it would
probably look awkward on an embroidered jacket or polo).

For all items, to order you need to approve an art proof and, time permitting, it is highly
recommended you get a branded sample to check for quality before committing to a
large and costly order.
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Printing
Our logo is meant to be displayed on a white background with the blue whiteboard X
(drawing at the whiteboard is the essence of our company), and it is preferred that all
printed items be white. However – there may be times when you want to purchase a
blue or black product and modify our logo colours. See specifications below:
White Product
As printing the two gradients found in our logos can get quite expensive, we generally
make the text a solid black, and the X a solid blue, resulting in a 2-colour print.
The pantone colour for the X we use is: PANTONE Reflex Blue C
Example 1 – branded vacuum-seal bottles:

Blue Product
While not preferred, you can choose to buy a blue product and print our logo in white,
however the product colour must be as close to PANTONE Reflex Blue C as possible.
Black Product
In some instances, we have printed our logo on a black item with white text and our
regular blue X. While off brand, a black product might be preferred in the case of a
wearable item such as a golf shit (see embroidering).
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Debossing
Sometimes you may want to get our logo debossed on a product. To stay on brand, the
item should be white or blue (as close as possible to PANTONE Reflex Blue C), and for
visibility the logo should be at least 3 inches wide.
Example 2 – branded power bank:

Embroidering
You may want to get our logo embroidered on a fabric item such as a polo, golf shirt,
jacket, hat, bag, towel etc.
White is often not the best choice for fabric in terms of keeping in clean, in which case
you can choose to use a black fabric and use white text and keep the blue X.
Alternatively, you can choose to use blue fabric and make the entire logo including the X
white, but making the X white is very off brand so should only be done in situations
where black fabric is not a possibility.
Example 3 – Branded Golf Shirt Sleeves
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Personality, Tone & Value
Personality & Tone
We are Energetic but never Aggressive
We are passionate about what we do and let it show, but are not pushy in our approach.
We are Honest and Knowledgeable
At Project X we are trusted advisors; we tell it like it is and have a wealth of knowledge
to back up our assertions.
We are Intriguing and kind of Funny
We attract and retain clients through our demeanor and promise of value, and a little
humor never hurts either.
We are Casual, Down-to-Earth, yet Mysterious
We’re simple, dressed-down folks (who know how to impress when required), and have
an air of mystery in our conduct – always leave them wanting more.

Our Value – What vs. So What
When communicating our value to our stakeholders, it is important to remember to
focus not on the “What” but on the “So What.” We can list off the features of our
products and services till the cows come home, but if we can’t engagingly speak to our
stakeholders about the value those products & services can add to their business, then
we won’t be effective at achieving our goals. It is important to remember that the So
What is different for each individual stakeholder.
Like our company values, we also have a set of Guiding Principles in how we do
business which can help inform how we speak with our stakeholders.
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Guiding Principles
We are first and foremost Client-Focused
In all our communications, it needs to be emphasized that the client’s needs are put
above everything else that we do in the company. We must be willing to listen with an
open ear, and give advice to the client that may not be what they want to hear but what
they need to hear.
We utilize Innovative Approaches
Much like Apple, we think differently at Project X. We work at the whiteboard with our
clients to come up with innovative solutions to their problems. When a prospective client
asks us for a pitch to solve their problem, we surprise them by not only solving that
problem but suggesting how can make their business more efficient in ways they hadn’t
even imagined.
We hire Kickass People
Our people are our greatest asset. Not simply “butts in chairs,” we hire personable and
skilled employees with a diverse set of skills.
We generate Forward-Thinking Ideas
When planning solutions for a client, we look ahead and figure out how to best solve
their problem in a way that will avoid them from having to upgrade constantly in a short
span of time.
We exercise Transparency
In everything we do, we are honest, straight shooters.
We produce Rapid Results
If big data is the wild west, we’re quick on the draw. We measure up a problem quickly
and produce rapid results – providing early and regular deliverables that result in a
faster return on our clients’ IT spend.
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Writing for Project X
All copy written for Project X needs to be intriguing, concise and encourage the
reader to take an action. When writing, also consider the inverted pyramid method of
writing: all the most important and intriguing information must be upfront (think what
value proposition would be most interesting to a potential client), then get into the nitty
gritty and finally a call-to-action.

General Language Guidelines
“Don't use a five-dollar word when a fifty-cent word will do.” – Mark Twain
Keep the copy simple and don’t use technical jargon except when necessary.
“Brevity is the soul of wit.” – William Shakespeare
Keep it to the point, remove fluff, and don’t be afraid to infuse some personality.
“Always leave them wanting more.” – Anonymous
Write just enough to get your reader wanting to know more, and then ask them to act.
“Without promotion, something terrible happens... nothing!” – P.T. Barnum
Content is meaningless if no one sees it. All content needs to be promoted regularly and
consistently through social media, eBlasts and word of mouth!

Words to Avoid and Substitutions
When it comes to our communications, there are certain words we don’t use because of
their legal implications or potential misinterpretation:
We are not “Agile” – we are “Nimble” or “Rapid”
We are not “Experts” – we are “Skilled” or “Knowledgeable”
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Web Copy
When writing copy for the web, including on our website, we follow best practices set
out by David Moth on Ecoconsultancy.
In general:
Ensure headlines and section headings are intriguing – be creative!
Write in simple English and short paragraphs (on the web, a single line can
constitute a paragraph)
Get the most important information and keywords upfront
Use bulleted lists
Be personable – nobody wants to read stale copy!
Link to other content – both to our other content and external sources
Include a Call-To-Action – link to a product / service page or contact form etc.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Blogs
In general, blog posts should be 500-800 words and be published on a semi-regular
basis to keep up the flow of content through our website. Follow the inverted pyramid
method of writing, and include a Call-To-Action at the end.
All blogs should be written by or facilitated by a SME on timely or scheduled topics that
will vary on the time of year and should be based around a content calendar. Please
see the most recent content plan for details.
Blogs can also deviate from a content plan if they are being written about a timely event
that was not a part of the original content plan.
eBlasts
We generate our eBlasts with Constant Contact. We do not currently have a standard
template for eBlasts, however the template used should be edited to make primary use
of our brand colours for borders, backgrounds and text.
In general, follow the inverted pyramid method of writing: brief sections with important
promotional information upfront followed by details and finally a Call-To-Action. Try to
include at least one image as well.
When writing subject lines, they must be under 50 characters and spark the recipients
interest – otherwise it will never be opened!
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Articles for Web / Print Publication
Generally, to present an article idea to a publication for free publication you need to
reach out to an editorial contact (see Press Contacts document) and present a short
pitch on what you plan to write about. If they accept, the editor will then give you a
deadline to submit your article or editorial for editing. Generally, publications will have
editorial calendars, and it makes sense to pitch topics that fit in with whatever their
focus is at that time of year.
The format of an article is not unlike a blog with the inverted pyramid method of writing,
but can be anywhere from 500-1000 words dependant on the topic and publication. The
piece must have a very specific thesis and be polished, and personality must shine
through to ensure authenticity.
In this instance, it is encouraged to write in full paragraphs and the argument must flow
logically – think of all the essays you wrote as a student!
When submitting an article to an external publication, you must also submit an author
profile and a company boilerplate.

Recruitment
When writing material for recruitment purposes, whether it be a blog, article, eBlast or
copy for the website, we must ensure the copy represents CAP: Capabilities, Attitude,
Presence – these are the qualities we look for in all prospective hires.
The copy must have personality but not be overinflated with heavy-handed metaphors
or emphasize the perks over the job – what we do is hard, and the people we hire
should enjoy a challenge and the intrinsic rewards that come from evolving through
experience.
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Social Media
Social media is one of the most consistent ways we reach out to our audiences, and
therefore it is paramount that all posts are written in a way that is engaging and that any
third-party content meets our guidelines for sharing.
Social Media is both an art and a science. At the heart of any social media post, there
needs to be quality content, an engaging message, and a call-to-action. Knowing what
to post to where and when is a matter of the tone of the platform and metrics on the
best times of day to post.
At the end of the day, our goal with social media is to promote our brand as a thought
leader in data & analytics, get our audience to view our content, and hopefully
encourage them to reach out to us.

Times of Day to Post Chart
Project X Ltd. posts Monday through Friday, but as we’re B2B we choose not to post on
the weekend (unless we’re at an event on the weekend of course!). Generally, posts on
Friday won’t do as well as other days of the week – and although you can find more
specific “time per specific days of the week” guidelines, in general on any given
weekday we follow this handy chart for best time of day to post per network:

When it comes to social media metrics, we prioritize shares, clicks and comments (also
known as engagement) over vanity metrics, such as Likes or ❤ s. For more
information, see “Measurement.”
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Third-Party Share & Reposts Guidelines
Often, we do not have enough original content to fill up our social media schedule
without repeating the same content over and over – so it’s great that’s there’s so much
informative content written by third-parties related to technology, data and analytics on
the web! Being a thought leader isn’t just showing off – it’s also promoting news and
opinions of organizations, leaders and influencers in the field.
Most Important: Read the post you are about to share!
Industry news and editorials are great, but make sure it is not sponsored by or carries
heavy mentions of any of our competitors, or bashes any of the products, services or
methodologies utilized by Project X.
What is the difference between a Share and a Repost?
Shares are when we post a piece of news or content on social media but write the text
for the post ourselves, whereas Reposts are sharing another social media channel’s
post on our own in the exact same words. With Reposts, the original poster
automatically gets credited, but although this is not the case when sharing content,
etiquette dictates that you MUST credit the publication / organization the piece comes
from, and if possible, the author (not always the same as the person or org. that posted
the content!).
When to Share and when to Repost
This is a matter of frequency. It looks nice when we curate the content ourselves, but
reposting is important as it shows some grace – that we are willing to share without
feeling the need to editorialize about the post or linked content. Generally we try to
retweet 2-3 posts per day, and share 2-3 facebook posts per week. Currently you
cannot repost a LinkedIn post directly to a company page (but you can share to your
personal feed!).

Facebook Content Best Practices
Facebook: 1 post per day
Generally exclusively Project X original content with occasional 3rd party content.
● We share our new blog posts and content here, but what soars on Facebook are
daily life photos; of our staff, our whiteboard wall, fun facts and quotes etc.
● All posts must include well-formatted and high resolution photo(s).
● As the poster, it helps if you like and share the post from your personal account
to help boost its visibility.
● IMPORTANT: do not use Hootsuite or any other scheduling tool for Facebook
posts; they will not be promoted effectively by the Facebook algorithm.
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LinkedIn Content Best Practices
LinkedIn: 2 – 3 posts per day
One Project X original content posts, two 3rd-party share.
● LinkedIn is a platform for thought leadership and recruitment, so we often share
our own content, job openings as well as 3rd party editorial pieces relevant to our
business.
● Quotes and practices related to careers, office life and productivity do well.
● Encourage senior leadership to share company LinkedIn posts with their
networks for greater visibility.

Twitter Content Best Practices
Twitter: 8 – 10 posts per day
Three-four original Project X content posts, three-four news / article shares, two-three
3rd-party retweets.
● All tweets written by us must include an image, ideal dimensions 440 x 220.
When sharing others’ content, we use the main image from the post.
● When writing tweets related to others’ content, you must tag the publication and /
or author of the post.
● Be sure to use relevant hashtags at the end of your tweet to help it reach new
audiences.
● Twitter is a very conversational platform. When we gain a new follower perceived
as relevant and influential, we follow back and thank them with a tweet!
● Can use the company account to reply to influencers posts to gain attention
(reply must add to the conversation and be authentic to the brand).
Live Tweeting
Live tweeting at industry events is one of the best ways to start a conversation and get a
lot of new and relevant followers. When planning to live tweet at an event, be sure to let
the social media manager know so there is no conflicting scheduling.
Always be sure to use the event hashtag when tweeting, and if you are quoting or
paraphrasing a speaker, give them credit either with their full name or if possible their
Twitter handle for maximum engagement. If you can, also be sure to add pictures of
speakers and / or their slides and the event itself – be visual!
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Measurement
When it comes to social media metrics, we prioritize relevant followers (relevant
followers include industry leaders, potential clients and influencers within North
America), shares, clicks and comments (also known as engagement) over vanity
metrics, such as likes or ❤s.
Here are the various ways we track social media:
Measure awareness: Use metrics like volume, reach, exposure, and amplification. How
far is your message spreading?
Measure engagement: Look for metrics around retweets, comments, replies, and
participants. How many people are participating, how often are they participating, and in
what forms are they participating?
Drive traffic to your website: Track URL shares, clicks and conversions. Are people
moving through social media to your external site and what do they do once they’re on
your site?
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